Solar Assisted Conditioning of Residences with Floor Heating and Ceiling Cooling: Review and Simulation Results
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Abstract

Solar or solar assisted heating and cooling systems are becoming widespread to reduce CO₂ emissions. Efficient radiant space heating and cooling systems can be used to decrease the energy bills and improve occupant thermal comfort. This study uses the TRNSYS program, for the modeling and simulation of solar assisted radiant heating and cooling of a building with the domestic hot water supply, to examine the effects of various parameters on energy consumption. Calculations are performed for a typical meteorological year (TMY) and ten attached houses in Istanbul, Turkey with hot water and chilled water storage tanks on a six minute time step basis. Graphs showing variations of the room temperature and room relative humidity indicate satisfactory thermal comfort. Daily average COP of the absorption cooling system is improved by suitable choice of the type and size of the collectors. Sizes of the hot water and chilled water tanks are also important parameters; their roles are shown by their effect on the discarded portion of the heat from the collectors and the energy amount supplied by the auxiliary heater. It is concluded that the presented model for a solar assisted radiant heating and cooling of ten attached houses, with the domestic hot water supply, natural gas fueled auxiliary heater, hot water and chilled water storage tanks have considerable advantages; these should be maximized by optimizing the sizes of the solar collectors and storage tanks using a simulation program.
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1. Introduction

Floor heating systems are becoming increasingly popular because they may provide a more comfortable indoor thermal environment than convective heating systems. Furthermore, floor heating systems provide a good compromise between energy consumption and thermal comfort [1]. A three-dimensional explicit finite differential model was employed to determine the temperature distribution for radiant floor heating with incident non-uniform solar radiation incident. It was shown that the solar energy absorption by the thermal mass of a floor heating system might contribute to a significant reduction in energy consumption [2]. The dynamics of the three-dimensional temperature field with a direct floor heater was investigated and analyzed for the transient temperature distribution [3].

A radiant cooling system was proposed with dehumidified ventilation where the outdoor air enters the building and cools via cooling panels installed inside the building as a partition. The radiant cooling system features the cooling panels which actively lower the surface temperature to a point below the dew-point temperature, as well as raise the cooling efficiency [4]. A building equipped with a radiant cooling system can be operated in any USA climate with low risk of condensation, and can save on average 30% of the energy consumption and 27% of the peak demand due to space conditioning by employing radiant cooling system instead of the traditional all-air system [5]. Small air movement within radiant cooling systems could improve the comfortable sensation votes in radiant cooling [6]. The major concerns were discussed the radiant cooling systems, such as condensation concerns, cooling capacity concerns, and initial cost concerns compared to conventional systems [7,8].

Two pairs of substances are commonly used in absorption refrigeration systems: water-lithium bromide (LiBr-H₂O) and ammonia-water, where the first is mainly used for solar assisted applications due to the non-toxic and non-flammable properties of water as a refrigerant [9].

According to the ECOS 2009 - World Energy Panel, world primary energy consumption grew by 1.4% in 2008, below the 10-year average. Oil has the biggest percentage increase among the others, but usage of coal and natural gas also increased significantly. Research, development and implementation of renewable energy must continue in order to avert damage to land, water, and agriculture [10].

2. Review

2.1 Solar Energy Assisted Heating and Cooling

An absorption solar cooling system was modeled and simulated with the TRNSYS program. In this study, the optimum size of storage tank, optimum collector slope and area and optimum thermostat setting of the auxiliary boiler were found by simulation. Optimum angle is obtained as 30° for the compound parabolic collector (CPC), 27° for the flat plate collector and 30° for the evacuated tube collector. 600 L hot water storage tank and 15 m² collectors are used. The auxiliary heater set point temperature is 87°C for the evacuated tube collector and CPC, 84°C for the flat plate collector. Flat plate, evacuated and CPC collectors were compared and similar results such as boiler heat, extra heat collected and heat gain with various collector areas were...
obtained for the evacuated tube and CPC [11]. In a different study, 0.8 m² hot water storage tank, 3.5 kW absorption system, 35 m² evacuated tube collectors with 20° slope were used. Boiler set point temperature was 91°C. In this study, it was shown that with increasing sunshine, cooling load rises, and hot water storage was used to get high performance for the solar refrigeration system. In addition, daily boiler heat required decreases with increasing collector area. Conversely, daily collector energy gain increases with rising collector area [12].

A solar powered absorption cooling system was designed for 425 m² office building with a stratified storage tank (for 2 and 5 m³), an absorption chiller (15 kW) and collector area between 25 and 54 m². According to the paper, different collector area and storage volume are needed for different building orientations and locations in order to obtain high solar fraction. It is recommended to increase mass flow rate through the collectors to get steady temperature fluctuations. Doubling mass flow rate decreases the collector area and so solar thermal system costs decline by 30%. Total system costs vary between 180 and 680 € MWh with respect to the climate and control strategy [13].

A solar-powered floor heating system was designed for the building. 150 m² evacuated tubular collectors were used in order to heat a 460 m² area. For the heating period, the solar fraction was 56%, and heating load was 25 kW for the building in Shanghai. Heat storage tank volume was 2.5 m³. According to the experimental results, the floor temperature varies between 20 and 24°C in winter. It was concluded that the performance of the system increases with increasing solar insolation rather than the ambient temperature [14].

Solar assisted air conditioning system was analyzed for an 1100 m² building in Almería, Spain [15]. In the system, approximately 162 m² flat plate collectors, 40 kW LiBr·H₂O absorption chiller, cooling tower with the cooling capacity of 170 kW, two storage tank with each 5 m³, auxiliary heater with 100 kW heating capacity were chosen. Coefficient of performance was approximately 0.6. It was observed that usage of the auxiliary heater was minimized by using solar energy. In another study, solar cooling system was analyzed in Madrid, Spain [16]. In this system, 50 m² of flat-plate collector area, 35 kW cooling capacity of single effect (LiBr/H₂O) absorption chiller and 2 m³ stratified hot water storage tank were used. Maximum cooling capacity was 7.5 kW. COP varies between 0.3 and 0.6. It was recommended that thicker tank insulating material should be used. Daily average collector efficiency was 0.5. Effectiveness of the plate heat exchanger was found between 0.6 and 0.7.

2.2 Solar Assisted Conditioning for Comfort

A model based control strategy for a dedicated outdoor air-chilled ceiling (DOAS-CC) system was presented with the aim of optimization of the system performance [17]. The strategy was based on simplified models such as a dehumidifier, regenerator, cooling coil, building, and genetic algorithm in order to optimize the supply air temperature and humidity of zones and the supply water temperature. The indoor air temperature and relative humidity were found as 25.3°C and 60% respectively. In the summer and spring, different weighting factors of cost function were used in order to find the overall cost of the entire system and 5.29% and 12.95% cost savings were achieved for the summer and spring respectively.

An overview on previous studies about the dynamic characteristics and energy performance of buildings using phase change materials (PCM) showed that thermal storage effects of PCMs have positive effects on the building thermal and energy performances and most studies are based on the simulations and experiments. On the other hand, more research for the heat transfer performance of PCM wallboards is needed, and a big temperature difference between day and night is preferred for free cooling applications [18].

A new TRNSYS type was developed and validated in order to simulate external building walls with PCM. Finite-difference method was used to solve the non-linear heat transfer problem with experimental data from their previous study for TRNSYS type. PCM material with 5 mm thickness and 850 kg m⁻³ density was chosen. Thermal conductivity of PCM varies between 0.18 and 0.22 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹. It was concluded that use of PCM inside the wall enhances the thermal inertia of buildings [19].

The thermal performance of a building roof with PCM experimentally and numerically was investigated. Thermal performance of the storage system with PCM panels with circulating water tubes has been studied. A mathematical formulation and finite volume method has been used to find the roof temperature. The effect of various PCM wall thicknesses and heat transfer coefficients has been studied. As a result, it was found that the quantity of water required for cooling is very large and calculated as 830 kg m⁻² with PCM thickness between 1 and 3 cm [20].

A building including PCMs was simulated with TRNSYS program, and then the results were compared with the measured data [21]. The equivalent heat transfer coefficient is crucial and should be evaluated for each material. Surface control temperature with 10 W m⁻² K⁻¹ equivalent heat transfer coefficient is in agreement with the simulation and experiment. PCM should have a phase change temperature between 25°C and 27.5°C. In addition, it is seen that surface temperature without PCM is greater than surface temperature with PCM.

The development of a thermally activated ceiling panel was described to use in lightweight and retrofitted buildings [22]. Paraffin was used as a phase change material (PCM) as its melting point range changes between 20°C and 24°C and this range can be adjusted by blending pure materials because paraffin is a by-product of petroleum distillation and combustible. The ceiling panel thickness is limited to 5 cm to get thermal storage capacity up to 300 Wh m⁻² day⁻¹. The paper was one of the few articles which include theoretical thermal modeling of wall systems with PCM, and it is transferred to TRNSYS program. In order to increase conductivity from 0.2 to 1.2 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹, aluminum fins were used in the ceiling. Heat transfer coefficient between the room temperature and the surface temperature was 10 W m⁻² K⁻¹. The room temperature remains between 21 and 28°C in the summer.

Usage of walls with the PCM and without the PCM was experimentally tested and compared the results with the TRNSYS simulation program [23]. It was seen from the results that there is a big difference between the outdoor and indoor temperature without the PCM. However, when the PCM was used, difference between the outdoor and indoor temperature was fairly small. Numerical simulation and experimental results are in good agreement.

Radiant ceiling panels were implemented for heating as well as cooling systems in a different study [24]. Valves were used to control the test room temperature and set according to the difference between indoor air temperature and set
point temperature. The four ceiling water panels were connected in parallel, and a heat exchanger was used to feed the panels. The surface temperature of the ceiling panels was 19°C, and the set point temperature of the room was 20°C. The surface temperature of ceiling panels was held at least 17°C in order to avoid condensation. Then, the simulation model of the system was performed by the TRNSYS program. Coherent results were obtained between simulation and experiment in both heating and cooling season with constant heat transfer coefficients.

The main objective of this study is to develop a computational model that allows performing the simulation on an hourly basis for a heating/cooling system integrated with the absorption refrigeration system assisted by the solar energy using the TRNSYS simulation program, considering as a study region, the city of Istanbul, Turkey.

3. System Description

For heat supply, there are two consecutive cycles. The first cycle is for heat transfer from the flat plate and evacuated tube collectors to the heat exchanger (HX). The fluid is a mixture of 50% water and 50% propylene, and a pump circulates it; however, it is not necessary to use propylene in climates warmer than Istanbul, Turkey [25]. There are 18 parallel collector sets consisting of a flat plate and an evacuated tube collector connected to each other in the series. The 2nd cycle transfers heat from the cold side of the HX to the storage. An auxiliary heater (AUX) with a pump, parallel to the HX circuit is used to supply energy to the storage tank using natural gas whenever there is not enough solar radiation. The set point temperature of AUX is set to 90°C. Therefore, when the water comes from the hot storage tank (HST) at 90°C or higher, AUX does not work. If the temperature of the water is less than 90°C, AUX starts working. Then, the water is carried to the storage tank by the pipes. HST is a regular insulated tank and there is neither auxiliary heater nor a thermostat element used inside it. After the AUX, the flow is diverted into two in order to separate the flow for the domestic hot water (DHW) and rest of the system. For the DHW part, mass flow rate is divided by 10 before the controllable valve due to the fact that there are 10 consecutive buildings and multiplied by 10 after combining the flows to make simulation fast as shown in Figure 1. Similarly, mass flow rate at 9 and 13 are divided by 10 and mass flow rate at 10 and 14 in Figure 1 are multiplied by 10. The city water is heated while passing through the HX. The flow is separated again with respect to the heating and cooling season.

Heating of the house is performed by using an active layer on the floor. The house has six zones, and each zone has a different size of radiant floor due to their different floor areas and heat capacity. Hot flow rate for each zone is distributed according to the air temperature of each zone.

The hot water that comes from the HST is diverted into six parts by the diverting valve. Then, it is transmitted to another valve that is controlled by the feedback controllers in order to set the temperature in the specified values. In addition, in order to set the room temperatures in a certain interval; fluid with different amounts exits the diverting valve at the specified outlet port according to the need. The sum of the fractions must be equal to one in the diverting valve to conserve the mass flow rate. There are six ports with respect to the number of zones.

There are three cycles of the absorption chiller (AC), and these are cooling water, chilled water, and hot water, respectively. The cooling water flows between the cooling tower and the AC in the 3rd cycle. Chilled water goes from the AC to the cold storage tank (CST), and then it is distributed to the chilled ceiling of each zone by the pump in the 4th cycle. The hot water flow starts from the HST goes through the AUX and diverting valves, reaches the AC in the 5th cycle as shown in Figure 1. For each cycle, pumps are used and turned on/off by the controller. This controller takes the input signal from the CST and gives the output signal to the pumps in the AC cycles.

For heating, the active layer is used as shown in Figure 2a and the indoor temperature feedback controller is used so that the radiant floor system can respond to the internal load changes. The chilled ceiling panels are used as shown in Figure 2b for the cooling in summer. The indoor temperature feedback control is used in order to control the mass flow rate to the zones. If the indoor temperature is higher than the set point temperature, then the supply flow rate is increased. However, if the indoor temperature is lower than the set point temperature, the supply flow rate is decreased by the controllers.

Figure 1. Schematic of solar assisted heating and cooling system.

Figure 2. Layers of a) the floor, b) the chilled ceiling.
4. Description of the Computational Simulation

The thermal performance and control characteristics of the proposed heating and cooling system are evaluated using TRNSYS (Transient System Simulation Program) for a housing unit in an apartment building located in Istanbul, Turkey. This simulation program is based on the transfer function method capable of dynamic simulations [26]. To model the thermal behavior of a building divided into the different thermal zones, multi-zone building module (Type 56) is used in this study. Each simulated house is 3 m high and has approximately 120 m² of floor area, and there are ten attached houses. All of the external walls are identical except the walls between houses, which are insulated highly to minimize heat transfer between houses. The house has six rooms as shown in Figure 3. All of the rooms are included in calculations of heating and cooling except the entrance, which is not conditioned. The values of the total thickness and overall heat transfer coefficients for different walls are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Total Thicknesses and the Overall Heat Transfer Coefficients (U) for Different Wall Types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wall Type</th>
<th>Total Thickness (m)</th>
<th>U (W/m²K⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>1.456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.599</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the TRNSYS simulation program, weather data is used to give the required inputs for the solar collector, psychrometrics, house, etc. The evacuated tube collector takes the solar zenith, azimuth angle and the radiations from the weather and gives energy as an output to the water-propylene mixture with 50%. The sky temperature takes the beam radiation and sky diffuse radiation as an input to give the fictive sky temperature for the house.

The solar gain from the collector is transmitted to the working fluid, water-propylene mixture. For this cycle, the mass flow rate is 19998 kg h⁻¹. The fluid specific heat is 3.64 kJ kg⁻¹ K⁻¹. The total area of collectors is 540 m².

At the 2nd cycle, as shown in Figure 3, the total mass flow rate is 17373 kg h⁻¹. After the pipe 4, the working fluid goes into the AUX to heat the fluid if there is not enough solar radiation. The set point temperature is 90°C. That means, if the inlet temperature to the AUX is less than 90°C, it will be activated. Otherwise, it will be non-active. The maximum heating rate is 300 MJ h⁻¹. For the AUX, natural gas is used, and the thermal conversion efficiency of the AUX is 0.79. At the end of the 2nd cycle, the working fluid goes into the thermal storage. Six temperature levels are used in the tank. The tank loss coefficient is 0.0008 kJ h⁻¹ m² K⁻¹, and the volume of HST is 45 m³.

After the thermal storage, hot water is transmitted by the pump 3 to the heating and cooling parts. The mass flow rate is 6000 kg h⁻¹. After pump 3, the hot water comes to the diverter to separate the flow for the domestic hot water and the rest of the system. For the DHW part, the HX was used in order to heat the city water with a flow rate of 25 kg h⁻¹ for four people and the flow rate of the hot side of the HX is controlled by the controller in order to obtain the DHW in a certain temperature. The temperature of the city water is 15°C in the winter and 20°C in the summer.

After the diverter 2, the hot water is separated into two channels, one for the mixer and the other for another diverter to send the water to the single effect hot water fired AC according to the need. If there is no need to cool the zones, the hot water will not enter the absorption chiller. The flow is controlled by the time controller according to the season. In order to set the flow of the working fluid for the winter and summer, this equation is added to the control signal of the separator. By using this equation, hot water is sent to the AC from 2520 to 6552 hours. Except for these hours, hot water will go to the mixing valve directly. In order to combine the diverter to AC, the outlet temperature is connected to the hot water inlet temperature, and the outlet flow rate is connected to the hot water flow rate. The hot water flow rate is connected to the mixing valve to complete the cycle. The mass flow rate of hot water in the AC is 2436 kg h⁻¹. For the AC, the rated capacity is 108000 kJ h⁻¹. COP is 0.53 as a parameter for 30°C inlet cooling temperature and 7°C chilled water temperature. The cooling water of the absorption chiller is connected to the cooling tower, the outputs are connected to the AC to complete the cycle, and a pump is used to circulate the water in the cycle. The mass flow rate of the cooling water in the AC is 11385 kg h⁻¹. There are two cycles for the CST. The chilled water goes from the AC to the tank from the bottom, and the heated water comes from the top part of the tank to the AC. The cooled water goes to the building by the diverters that are controlled by the feedback controllers with respect to the zone temperature. The heated water by the building comes back to the CST from the top level. The mass flow rate of the chilled water is 5205 kg h⁻¹. The same control signal is also applied to the AC and the pumps for the cooling and chilled water cycles and diverter 3. The control signal is given according to the outlet temperature of the flow from the CST. When the outlet temperature of the chilled water exceeds 20°C, the AC becomes active and if the outlet temperature is lower than 16°C, the AC is closed and the hot water does not enter the AC.
After the mixing valve, the working fluid goes into the diverting valve to divide the flow to each zone. To combine the mixing and diverting valve, the outlet temperature of the mixing valve is connected to the inlet temperature of the diverting valve and the outlet flow rate of the mixing valve is connected to the inlet flow rate of the diverting valve. For the diverting valve, the number of outlet ports is taken as six, which is equal to the heated or cooled zone number.

After the diverting valve, the working fluid, water, goes to the controlled flow diverters for each panel of the zones throughout the year. Controlling occurs with respect to the desired temperature of the zones. For the heating season, controlling temperature is 20°C and below this temperature, the water is sent to the zones through the valves. For the cooling season, the set point temperature is 22°C. If the room temperature is higher than 22°C, the cold water is sent to the zone through the valves. The controller is modeled in the TRNSYS as a feedback controller, and separate controllers are used for each zone. The feedback controller senses temperature of the zone and it controls the flow of diverters. For example, if the room temperature is under the set point value in winter, the diverter is opened by the feedback controller and the hot water coming from the storage tank is transmitted to the active layer. The chilled water that comes from the AC is moved to the controlled diverter and it is turned on/off according to the set point temperature of the zones in order to make comfort conditions between 2520 and 6552 hours. For each zone, separate radiant floor and diverter are used. The building is assumed to be used all the time. However, the lighting is just used between 18:00 and 24:00. The radiative power is 1500 kJ h⁻¹, and the convective power is 300 kJ h⁻¹ for the lighting and four people occupy it. In each bedroom, one person is placed according to the ISO 7730 with seated, light work and typing. One person placed in the kitchen according to the ISO 7730 with seated and eating. One computer is added to the hall with 230 W. The TRNSYS model of all the system is shown in Figure 4.

The following TRNSYS component models (Types) were used in the simulation:
Type 56, Multi-zone modeling;
Type 109, Data reader and radiation processor;
Type 71, Evacuated tube collector;
Type 33, Psychrometrics: dry bulb and relative humidity known;
Type 709, Circular: fluid-filled pipe;
Type 69, Effective sky temperature for long-wave radiation exchange;
Type 114, Single speed pump;
Type 5b, Heat exchanger;
Type 6, Auxiliary heater;
Type 4a, Stratified storage tank with uniform losses;
Type 14e, Time dependent forcing function: temperature;
Type 11f, Controlled flow diverter;
Type 11d, Controlled flow mixer;
Type 647, Fluid diverting valve with up to 100 outlets;
Type 22, Iterative feedback controller;
Type 60d, Storage tank; fixed inlets, uniform losses and node heights;
Type 649, Mixing valve for fluids with up to 100 inlets;
Type 680, Hot water-fired single-effect absorption chiller;
Type 14b, Time dependent forcing function: water draw;
Type 60c, Storage tank; fixed inlets, uniform losses and node heights;
Type 24, Quantity integrator;
Type 65d, Online graphical plotter with the output file;
Type 25a, Printer - TRNSYS-supplied units printed to the output file;
Type 77, Soil temperature profile.

Figure 3. The plan of the house.
5. Simulation and Result

Simulation of the above system is performed for a building consisting of ten attached houses located in Istanbul, Turkey. To investigate the thermal performance of the system long term, a database for a Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) in the locality under study is needed. In this work, the climate database is built using the information provided by the meteorological data of Istanbul, Turkey at the TRNSYS. In order to eliminate the initialization period during the simulation process, 96 h simulation with six minute time steps was performed, and the result of the last day was presented in the following figures.

First of all, the fuel consumption of the AUX with different set point temperature for one day is shown in Figure 5. The gas consumption increases 9.56% while rising set point temperature 1°C.

The fuel consumption of the AUX can be divided into two regions according to the changing volume. In the 1st region, the fuel consumption is dramatically decreasing with the increasing HST volume from 16 to 35 m³, and 1 m³ volume increase results in 3.96% decrease in the energy usage. In the second region, there is a slight decrease in the energy consumption between 35 and 55 m³ as shown in Figure 6 and 1 m³ volume increase results in 1.81% decrease in the energy usage. These results show that HST volume less than 35 m³ is not sufficient for the whole system.
Energy consumption by the AUX with different chilled water set point temperature is shown in Figure 10. It is seen from the figure that the fuel consumption decreases with increasing temperature and 1°C rise in set point temperature corresponds to 3.21% decrease in the gas consumption. However, in order to prevent condensation on the walls and to satisfy thermal comfort, 17°C is chosen for the chilled water set point temperature at the rest of the paper.

Energy consumption by the AUX is decreasing with increasing collector area as illustrated in Figure 11 (1 m² rise corresponds to 0.34% decrease). In addition, the useful energy collected by the collector rises with increasing collector area as seen from Figure 12 and 1 m² rise correspond to 0.12% increase in the useful energy gain.
Coefficient of performance (COP) of the absorption chiller increases slightly with rising CST volume as shown in Figure 13. Fuel consumption of the AUX increases a bit between 20 and 30 m$^3$, decreases slightly between 30 and 40 m$^3$ as shown in Figure 14.

In order to control the pumps between the collector and HX, the pumps between the HX and HST, a comparison is made between the collector and HST outlet temperature. The pumps are opened when the temperature difference is 10°C; the pumps are stopped when the temperature difference is 2°C as shown in Figure 15. Fluctuation in the collector temperature depends on the variation of the total horizontal radiation amount.

Indoor air temperature of the zones is held in certain values to provide thermal comfort. The hall indoor temperature, floor temperature, and ceiling temperature are shown in Figure 16. The hall indoor temperature changes between 22 and 28°C through the summer. It is shown that hall has the biggest cooling capacity among all of the zones. The temperature difference between the floor and ceiling is always less than 5°C during all the year.

Outlet and inlet temperatures of the three cycles through the AC on August 14 are shown in Figure 17. It is shown in Figure 18 that the dew point temperature is lower than the chilled ceiling surface temperature, and there is always a temperature difference between the chilled ceiling surface temperature and the dew point temperature during the cooling season. As a result, there is no condensation problem on the walls.
During the heating season, indoor temperature of the hall varies between 18 and 24°C. The floor surface temperature and indoor temperature of the hall are shown in Figure 19 on January 8.

For the entire system as shown in Figure 3, the temperature values at each point for a day in the summer season are shown in Table 2. The points 9 and 10 are not put into the table because there is no flow in these points during the cooling season. Similar data for a day in the winter season are shown in Table 3. The rest of the points are not put into the table because there is no flow in those points during the heating season.

### 6. Conclusions

In this study, DHW supply, heating, cooling and controlling of a building consisting of ten attached multi-zone houses with six zones in Istanbul, Turkey were investigated and simulated in TRNSYS 17. The thermal comfort conditions of the house were provided throughout the whole year by using floor heating with an active layer and cooling with a chilled ceiling. The condensation problem during the summer season is solved by setting the chilled water temperature from the AC to 17°C since temperatures below this point result in condensation on the walls.

As a renewable energy source, the solar energy has been used by the flat plate and evacuated tube collectors. The total area of the buildings in the simulation is 1200 m², collectors are with 540 m². HST is with 45 m³ and CST is 30 m³. The temperature of the working fluid can reach up to 110°C due to the high solar radiation, depending on the collector surface area. The solar gain changes according to the solar radiation. With the increasing collector area, useful energy from the sun increases and added energy from the AUX decreases. Added energy from the AUX to the water changes with the weather conditions. It is seen from the results that there is an optimum volume for both the HST and CST. The temperature of the DHW is held at the desired value between 40°C and 60°C by using the feedback controller with the aid of the solar energy and AUX. It is concluded from this study that it is possible to obtain good indoor thermal conditions by using active layer floor heating and chilled ceiling together. Using this comprehensive model of simulation for ten consecutive multi-zone building in Istanbul, Turkey, the
temperature of each zone is held between 18 and 28°C throughout the year.

As a future work, the thermal efficiency of each component, the cycles and cost optimization of this work would be worth investigating in detail.
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